ESSENTIAL RELOAD:
PREBIOTIC BOOSTER

Description
Prebiotic booster suitable for all skin types.
Effect
Innovative active concentrate that acts like a SUPERFOOD for the skin,
providing nourishment, repair and a soothing effect.
Properties
Strengthens the skin’s NMF (natural moisturizing factor) and its natural
defense system to ensure a correct balance, achieved thanks to its high active
prebiotic content. Boosts and stimulates the process of skin renewal and
protection. The synergetic action of its active ingredients repairs and
reestablishes the epidermal barrier providing maximum facial well-being and
comfort from the very first application.
Its decongestive and soothing action makes it ideal for providing instant relief
whenever the skin is irritated and sensitized.
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Presentation

Bio-algae. This prebiotic compound, with significant nutritional properties
(Superfood) and has been shown through external studies to have the
capacity, not only to boost microbiome balance (prebiotic effect), but also
stimulate regeneration of the skin’s epidermal cells to produce a revitalizing
and rejuvenating effect.
Aloe Vera The range is formulated with an Aloe Vera concentrate, to obtain
maximum soothing and antioxidant results as well as effective hydration.
Avenanthramide: known as the main calming active of oats, its aim is to
reduce the itching, discomfort and redness of sensitive skin.
How to use
Gently massage a few drops onto clean skin.

Applications

Ingredients
BIOALGAE, ALOE VERA 10X, HYDRASKIN24, AVENANTRAMIDA Y BISABOLOL.

Given its concentration of active ingredients a few drops can be used to boost
the effect of the other creams or masks.

Sales arguments
Innovative active concentrate that acts
like a SUPERFOOD for the skin,
providing nourishment, repair and a
soothing effect.
Strengthens the skin’s NMF (natural
moisturizing factor) and its natural
defense system to ensure a correct
balance, achieved thanks to its high
active prebiotic content. Boosts and
stimulates the process of skin renewal
and protection. The synergetic action
of its active ingredients repairs and
reestablishes the epidermal barrier
providing maximum facial well-being
and comfort from the very first
application.
Its decongestive and soothing action
makes it ideal for providing instant
relief whenever the skin is irritated and
sensitized.

